
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Wildlife diseases can represent a serious conservation threat foWildlife diseases can represent a serious conservation threat for freer free--living populations of endangered species, living populations of endangered species, 
infectious diseases are one of the main five causes of global spinfectious diseases are one of the main five causes of global species extinctions [1]. Small, geographically isolated ecies extinctions [1]. Small, geographically isolated 
and genetically depleted populations, suffer from a progressive and genetically depleted populations, suffer from a progressive loss of diversity that potentially increases their loss of diversity that potentially increases their 
susceptibility and decreases their response to infectious agentssusceptibility and decreases their response to infectious agents.. The risk is higher in areas where the Iberian lynx The risk is higher in areas where the Iberian lynx 
((Lynx Lynx pardinuspardinus) shares its habitat with other wild and domestic species that a) shares its habitat with other wild and domestic species that also carry these infectious diseases.lso carry these infectious diseases.

Conservation Medicine approach to evaluate the sanitary status oConservation Medicine approach to evaluate the sanitary status of animal populations reveal to be very important f animal populations reveal to be very important 
to the success of both to the success of both in situ in situ and and ex situ ex situ conservation program of endangered species with declining populaconservation program of endangered species with declining populations tions 
[2], such as the Iberian lynx, considered the most endangered fe[2], such as the Iberian lynx, considered the most endangered felid species on the planetlid species on the planet [3].[3].
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METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY

Target speciesTarget species

The determination of target species and their priority was also The determination of target species and their priority was also based on the work done by the GTV, according with their abundancbased on the work done by the GTV, according with their abundance, likelihood of contact with the Iberian lynx and expected preve, likelihood of contact with the Iberian lynx and expected prevalence of the priority alence of the priority 
diseases. The species were grouped (1diseases. The species were grouped (1--6) according to the susceptibility to diseases and their descend6) according to the susceptibility to diseases and their descending degree of priority (1ing degree of priority (1--3).3).

Priority diseasesPriority diseases

Diseases that may affect the Iberian lynx as well as their degreDiseases that may affect the Iberian lynx as well as their degree of priority were defined by the veterinary e of priority were defined by the veterinary 
technical group (GTV), within the framework of the Executive Comtechnical group (GTV), within the framework of the Executive Committee (EC) of the action plan for the mittee (EC) of the action plan for the 
conservation of the Iberian lynx in Portugal (PACLIP). The degreconservation of the Iberian lynx in Portugal (PACLIP). The degree of priority was based on the e of priority was based on the 
susceptibility of the Iberian lynx and on the impact of the disesusceptibility of the Iberian lynx and on the impact of the disease. The current action will test all the high ase. The current action will test all the high 
priority diseases and part of the medium priority diseases.priority diseases and part of the medium priority diseases.

SamplingSampling

The sample size for each group and for each of the areas of the The sample size for each group and for each of the areas of the project was calculated considering the project was calculated considering the 
estimated existing populations for an expected prevalence based estimated existing populations for an expected prevalence based on bibliography available for a on bibliography available for a 
confidence level of 95% and a 10% error (Bold). Samples collecticonfidence level of 95% and a 10% error (Bold). Samples collection are depending on group type (the on are depending on group type (the 
right table  also shows the percentage of collected samples tillright table  also shows the percentage of collected samples till October 2013).October 2013).

Laboratory tests to be usedLaboratory tests to be used

Virology: ELISA, PCR;Virology: ELISA, PCR;

Bacteriology: ELISA, complement fixation, PCR, culture, microscoBacteriology: ELISA, complement fixation, PCR, culture, microscopic agglutination, biochemical tests;pic agglutination, biochemical tests;

ParasitologyParasitology: Optical microscopy, : Optical microscopy, immunofluorescenceimmunofluorescence, direct agglutination., direct agglutination.

SoftwareSoftware

WinEpiscopeWinEpiscope, Survey Toolbox, , Survey Toolbox, ArcGISArcGIS 9.3, SPSS and R.9.3, SPSS and R.

PRELIMINARY RESULTSPRELIMINARY RESULTS

Sample collection (figures bellow) data per Group, from August 2Sample collection (figures bellow) data per Group, from August 2011 till October 2013 are shown in the upper table and  its dist011 till October 2013 are shown in the upper table and  its distribution at the right map. ribution at the right map. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKCONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The evaluation and assessment of the laboratory final results wiThe evaluation and assessment of the laboratory final results will provide baseline data about the diseases that affect the resill provide baseline data about the diseases that affect the resident populations in each area, as well as its potential impact odent populations in each area, as well as its potential impact on the Iberian Lynx. n the Iberian Lynx. 

Also, it may allow the detection of reservoirs of disease that aAlso, it may allow the detection of reservoirs of disease that are potentially dangerous for the Iberian lynx. re potentially dangerous for the Iberian lynx. 

Additionally, at the end of the project, according to the resultAdditionally, at the end of the project, according to the results, reports will be made proposing some measures to reduce the cos, reports will be made proposing some measures to reduce the contamination risk, to be carried out by the responsible authoritintamination risk, to be carried out by the responsible authorities, in areas where this risk es, in areas where this risk 
might be a problem for the conservation of the species.might be a problem for the conservation of the species.

The information gathered will allow the elaboration of a monitorThe information gathered will allow the elaboration of a monitoring/control plan for the major diseases found in the study area.ing/control plan for the major diseases found in the study area.
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OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

Evaluate the sanitary status of domestic and wild animals that cEvaluate the sanitary status of domestic and wild animals that can share pathologies and habitat with the Iberian lynx and deteran share pathologies and habitat with the Iberian lynx and determine the existence of any potentially dangerous disease reservoimine the existence of any potentially dangerous disease reservoirs for the Iberian lynx.rs for the Iberian lynx.

For this purpose, an epidemiological survey was drawn, consistinFor this purpose, an epidemiological survey was drawn, consisting on a sample collection and laboratorial testing of biological g on a sample collection and laboratorial testing of biological material from sympatric domestic and wild animals to detect and material from sympatric domestic and wild animals to detect and quantify the presence of quantify the presence of 
pathogenic agents that might affect the Iberian Lynx at the areapathogenic agents that might affect the Iberian Lynx at the areas of the LIFEs of the LIFE--Nature Project Nature Project ‘‘Enhancing habitat for the Iberian Lynx and Black Vulture in the Enhancing habitat for the Iberian Lynx and Black Vulture in the Southeast of PortugalSoutheast of Portugal’’ (LIFE08NATP000227), co(LIFE08NATP000227), co--funded in funded in 
75% by the EU. This project aims to contribute to the improvemen75% by the EU. This project aims to contribute to the improvement of the survival, feeding and breeding conditions of the Iberiat of the survival, feeding and breeding conditions of the Iberian lynx and the Black Vulture (n lynx and the Black Vulture (AegypiusAegypius monachusmonachus) in southeast Portugal. The actions of ) in southeast Portugal. The actions of 
this project are being implemented in the this project are being implemented in the NaturaNatura 2000 Network areas of 2000 Network areas of MouraMoura, , MourãoMourão and and BarrancosBarrancos, Vale do Guadiana and Serra do , Vale do Guadiana and Serra do CaldeirãoCaldeirão. . 

Based on the scientific data available [4,5,6], the protocol hasBased on the scientific data available [4,5,6], the protocol has set up priority species and pathologies and based on existing pset up priority species and pathologies and based on existing population data a representative sampling of the domestic and wilopulation data a representative sampling of the domestic and wild populations was d populations was 
determined. According with the available scientific data, the exdetermined. According with the available scientific data, the expected prevalence for each pathology and group species was deterpected prevalence for each pathology and group species was determined. Based on that, the sample size was calculated for a chosemined. Based on that, the sample size was calculated for a chosen confidence level.n confidence level.

The information gathered will allow the elaboration of a monitorThe information gathered will allow the elaboration of a monitoring/control plan for the major pathologies found in the Iberian ing/control plan for the major pathologies found in the Iberian Lynx and will be integrated in the conservation strategy for thiLynx and will be integrated in the conservation strategy for this species.s species.
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Hunting samples collecting - Eurasian wild boar (Sus scrofa)Hunting samples collecting - Eurasian wild boar (Sus scrofa)

Samples collected per group from August 2011 till October 2013Samples collected per group from August 2011 till October 2013

Areas of the project in the Regions of Alentejo and Algarve (Southeast of Portugal) Areas of the project in the Regions of Alentejo and Algarve (Southeast of Portugal) Iberian lynx (Iberian lynx (Lynx Lynx pardinuspardinus))
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DiseaseDisease PrevalencePrevalence ((etiologicaletiological agentsagents) ) perper GroupGroup

Laboratory results (agent disease prevalence (%)=positive/sampleLaboratory results (agent disease prevalence (%)=positive/sampled; confidence intervals) available are displayed on the next tabd; confidence intervals) available are displayed on the next tables (method  les (method  ““Sterne", confidence level Sterne", confidence level 
95%). Group 6 (vectors) laboratory results are not display since95%). Group 6 (vectors) laboratory results are not display since till the present time they have not been processed, also absenttill the present time they have not been processed, also absent are the disease agents not tested. are the disease agents not tested. 

(Etiological agent disease prevalence (%) = positive/sampled (co(Etiological agent disease prevalence (%) = positive/sampled (confidence intervals) determined by serological test except PCRnfidence intervals) determined by serological test except PCR **, Culture, Culture ****; Serology of serum from animals vaccinated ; Serology of serum from animals vaccinated ******; ; Method Method ““SterneSterne””; Confidence level 95%; 100% tests specificity and sensibility w; Confidence level 95%; 100% tests specificity and sensibility were ere assumed).assumed).


